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Just electric 
With the new eDaily, the iconic IVECO BUS minibus goes emission-free IVECO BUS extends its minibus offer 
with a reliable and profitable zero-emission solution designed to perfectly suit the requirements of urban and 
interurban missions.
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The same DAILY Minibus you are used to.  
Just electric
Jump into the future with the peace of mind of working with a friend.

UP TO 200 km 
URBAN RANGE  

AUTONOMY

ONLY 30 min 
TO CHARGE 100 Km

UP TO 50% 
SAVINGS ON 

MAINTENANCE COST

UP TO 15 kW 
ELECTRIC PTO 
(POWER TAKE-OFF)
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VERSATILE
Up to 3 batteries / Up to 111 kWh
Upgradable during vehicle life

COMPLETE
Van up to 20 m3, cab full range, crew cab and minibus

Single wheels and twin wheels, from 3.5 t to 7.2 t

4.2 t drivable with «B» driving licence

ROBUST
Electrified modular chassis platform

Body on frame

Rear-wheel drive

AIR-PRO intelligent suspension

CAPABLE
140 kW, 400 Nm motor

Hi-Power boost for overperformance 

Eco mode for energy saving

15 kW ePTO

CONNECTED
Charging and climate control from remote

Range optimization, energy management and uptime

eDaily Routing app

IVECO DRIVER PAL
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Access all areas, no limits,  
with the best minibus in town

Capable, safe and user-friendly
Whatever you may go eDaily Minibus is your best solution for emission-free and noise-free urban travel.

eDaily is versatile as Daily: it offers the same agility, layout and passenger experience as the Diesel version. 

The driving mode selector allows you either to extract maximum power or minimize energy consumption. 

One Pedal Drive mode makes urban driving easier and converts brake kinetic energy into electricity reducing eMotor energy consumption.

With eDaily you have  all your creature comforts; including the AIR-PRO intelligent pneumatic suspension which offers 25% vibration 
reduction, as well as all of the technologies and features of Daily that you are used to.
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The whole line-up. Nothing missing

BUILT UP VERSIONS CHASSIS VERSIONS

eDaily LINE H2 eDaily POP* Windowed Van Panel Van Chassis

GVW 7,2 ton 7,2 ton 7,2 ton 7,2 ton 7,2 ton

WB 4100 / 4100L 4100 / 4100L 4100 / 4100L 4100 / 4100L 4100 / 4350 / 4750

Seats 19 / 22 Up to 42 Only front seats Only front seats Only driver seat

Door Pri door Pra door Pri door / hinged door Std hinged door -
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High-end energy  
with scalable batteries
8-year and up to 250,000 km 
battery warranty
The new eDaily is equipped with 3 battery packs of 37 kWh each, for a total 
capacity of 111 kWh. The batteries are installed inside the frame, minimizing 
the impact on the body. The 37-kWh battery pack, supplied by FPT, integrates  
cells with unique Lithium-ion technology, and offers a top-level energy density 
(265 Wh/kg at cell level), best-in-class usable energy at 95%, as well as reduced 
battery weight (270 kg).

Easy-access front charging plug  
with different charging options
The eDaily charging plug is easily accessible from whatever direction the cable 
is coming. Behind the flap which protects the plug from water and dust, a LED 
indicator shows the status and level of charge.
eDaily can be charged in every situation, connected to charging columns, 
industrial sockets and home sockets.
Fast charging up to 80 kW adds 100 km of range in 30 minutes.
All charging options can be managed via app.

8 YEARS WARRANTY ON BATTERIES

BATTERY SUBSTITUTION WHEN CAPACITY <80%

250,000 km

eDaily
with 2 or 3 battery

56 MWh
total energy throughput  

per battery

eDaily
with ePTO

4100  
1 FRONT DOOR

4100L  
1 FRONT DOOR

Dimensions 7.223 x 2.174 x
2.822 mm

7.618 x 2.174 x
2.827 mm

Motor Central drive E-Motor

Power &
Torque

Nominal: 90 kW / 220 Nm
Peak: 140 kW / 400 Nm

Energy
FULL Elec 

111 kWh – 3 packs
80 Kw AC & DC charging

Doors Electric rear rototranslating door
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An all-round model  
for sustainable transport
Electric is more than a vehicle: it is an eco-system in which vehicle, solutions and services are digitally interconnected. 
This allows customers to find their own way to e-mobility, maximizing energy efficiency and ease of use.
IVECO accompanies you throughout your e-journey. All the phases of your electric experience are covered: from 
vehicle financing to the design of the appropriate infrastructure, energy contracts and specialist electric assistance.
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Energy Mobility Solutions (EMS)

Energy Mobility Solution is a new dedicated team 
created to support IVECO BUS customers in 
transitioning their fl eet to full electric with a 
comprehensive solution. 
Through this offer, IVECO BUS aims to provide the 
best user experience of its zero-emission vehicles.
With this step, the brand extends its offer to 
transport operators beyond the supply of electric 
vehicles to provide a comprehensive solution with 
expert advice, vehicle and facilities design, and 
advanced services.

ONE GOAL: facilitate the energy transition in 
public transport.

CHARGING
SOFTWARE

FULL-SERVICE
INFRASTRUCTURE

TRAINING
INFRASTRUCTURE

DESIGN &
ESECUTION

BATTERY
STORAGE

CHARGING 
STATIONS 360° fl eet

electrifi cation
solution
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Complexity Management
Designing and operating a zero emissions bus depot 
requires a higher level of complexity. EMS aims to 
offer a single point of contact to develop your 
solution both in electric and hydrogen.

Fleet Uptime
We have the same interest as yours at heart:  
the vehicles need to be ready to perform service.  
We take care of it, managing the charging 
infrastructure and the vehicles so that they are  
100% ready every day.

Energy Optimization
We have always been at your side to optimize vehicle 
consumption.
Now we want to help you optimize the energy 
consumption of the entire ecosystem, both the bus 
and the infrastructure.

Powerful model  
of electric mobility solutions 
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Tailored service solutions
When selecting IVECO BUS you have made a quality choice: you can rely on the best maintenance, high performance parts, and skilled 
experts ready to help you whenever and wherever you need it, allowing you to be focused just on your business.

Customised service packages
With the aim of offering you the service you need, IVECO BUS has a wide range 
of tailored service packages, designed to keep your vehicle on the road with 
minimal interruptions for maintenance and, if needed, repairs.

Tailor-made service
Specialised high-quality service packages aim to ensure a long life for every 
vehicle in all sectors. Combine the packages that best fit your needs in order  
to create your own tailor-made service solution! Choose your Planned 
Maintenance Contract and Extended Guarantee, by combining the major 
Elements that make up the offer (Maintenance, Drive Line, Extra Drive Line, 
Wear) that perfectly suits your business.

- Maintenance
- Lubrication
- Oil and fluid changes  
 according to the maintenance  
 and repair handbook

MAINTENANCE

- Components not already  
covered by the drive  
line element  
e.g. Electrical System

EXTRA DRIVE LINE

- Engine
- Fuel injection
- Gearbox 
- Propeller shaft  
 and axle repairs

DRIVE LINE

- Clutch
- Brake pads
- Brake discs
- Brake drums
- Brake linings  
 for drum brakes

WEAR

PLANNED MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS

Maintenance Drive Line Extra  
Drive Line Wear

S  LIFE

3XL  LIFE

The table below summarises all the possible combinations:

M   LIFE
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IVECO CAPITAL is the captive fi nancial services Brand of 
Iveco Group, and offers a full range of fi nancing, leasing, rental 
and ancillary services for commercial vehicles. Extended warranty, 
maintenance and repair services, and various types of insurance, 
can be included in the pack*. Iveco Capital supports all your 
business needs with a dedicated bundle offer, an expert consultant 
in the IVECO BUS dealer will propose not only an effi cient fi nancial 
offer but a full range of tailored services to guarantee you a real 
peace of mind solution. Discover more on www.ivecocapital.com 
fi nding the right solution for all your business needs.

*Subject to credit approval. Offerings and products may vary by country 
depending on the local fi scal and accounting regulations

SERVICE NETWORK
No matter where you are located, you will never be far from an IVECO BUS workshop or authorised service point. Thanks to a widespread network of more than 600 service points in Europe, with fully trained 
technicians and diagnostics experts, IVECO BUS is always ready to help you and sort out any problems you may encounter, wherever you are, whenever you need us.

IVECO ASSISTANCE NON-STOP means 24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week assistance on the phone to keep your eDaily and your 
business running. IVECO NON-STOP is the original IVECO 
smartphone application that you can use to communicate with 
IVECO if your vehicle breaks down.

GENUINE PARTS assure your eDaily keeps running in service 
and with cost effi ciency. The wide offering ranges from new and 
remanufactured parts to service kits and telematics solutions.

CERTIFIED PRE-OWNED is the IVECO BUS certifi cation label, guaranteeing quality and excellence 
to customers wishing to buy a safe, reliable and warranted pre-owned bus.
The CERTIFIED PRE-OWNED European team has six centres across four countries: France 
(Mitry-Mory, Corbas and Rorthais), Germany (Ulm), Italy (Verona) and Spain (Madrid), all offering a wide 
range of solutions for any people transport need.    
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The information and images in this catalogue are provided as a guideline only.  
IVECO BUS reserves the right to make changes for any commercial or construction reasons at any time without notice.

PUBLICATION eDAILY Minibus_EN 10/23 


